
Will mWill my Fy FatStax e-mail send if I'm not catStax e-mail send if I'm not connectonnected ted too
the intthe internet?ernet?

When you aren't connected to the internet through either WiFi or a cellular network, your e-mails

will not be sent. However, like other emails, they will be queued and sent when you do connect to

the internet again. The e-mails will send automatically when you have a WiFi connection. You will

not have to go in manually and send each individual e-mail.

This is very common for field professionals, particularly for events like Trade Shows.

1. Ent1. Enter all of the cer all of the contact's information (1) when you send either aontact's information (1) when you send either a
Stack or a PStack or a Page and tap "Next" (2)age and tap "Next" (2)

Tap on "Send Stack" to see the drafted e-mail with your documents attached.

2. The draft2. The drafted e-mail will appeared e-mail will appear, and tap "Send" when you are, and tap "Send" when you are
ready.ready.

You can add any additional text if you wish at this time.
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3. When you tap send, a message will appear notif3. When you tap send, a message will appear notifying that it hasnying that it hasn't't
been sent and it will once you cbeen sent and it will once you connect tonnect to the WiFi.o the WiFi.

If your catalog is connected to other software services such as Salesforce.com, the note will just
remind you that FatStax will take care of that also.

The e-mail will send automatically once you are connected to a network.
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